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	Nicolas Bourbaki    
...tics on set theory, the group strove for rigour and generality. Their work led to the discovery of several concepts and terminologies still discussed.
While there is no Nicolas Bourbaki, the Bourbaki group, officially known as the Association des collaborateurs de Nicolas Bourbaki

 3 KB (400 words) - 20:18, 18 October 2016

	Minimal club    
'''minimal club''' is a group of artists from [[Munich]] and [[Berlin]], founded in 1983, consisting of E
..., during the Cologne art fair or counter-fair unfair in the vacant Päffgen led to the publication copy-shop, a few years later to ''geld.beat.synthetic / 

 5 KB (660 words) - 10:03, 20 July 2023

	Kinema Ikon    
...sult of an optimal equilibrium between the participative, collaborative or group projects, and the individual works. Something between the satisfaction of t
..., and from 2006 hypermedia and hybrid media. Both individual works and the group works ''Opera Prima'' (1996 [http://www.kinema-ikon.net/1996_operaprima/op.

 12 KB (1,621 words) - 12:28, 26 February 2022

	Media Research Foundation    
...n three different areas, 1) appearing in the contemporary art context (the group exhibited a painting in 1991, and in the same year a Media Research bond wa
...ssful  cooperative effort with Budapest's Autumn Festival of the Arts that led to the MetaForum series of international conferences. The series began in 1

 8 KB (1,150 words) - 13:16, 6 January 2021

	Neoism    
[[Image:The_Art_Strike_Papers.jpg|thumb|300px|''The Art Strike Papers'', 1991, [[Media:The_Art_Strike_Papers.pdf|PDF]], [http://mon
...m]], [[Dada]], [[Fluxus]] and Punk, which emerged from the [[Mail art|Mail Art Network]] in the late 1970s. 

 13 KB (1,830 words) - 23:54, 25 May 2022

	Stefan Szczelkun    
...r before his recent retirement. He completed a PhD at the Royal College of Art in 2002 on the legitimation of collective sites of cultural production and 
....com/b/pCoZ Conspiracy of Good Taste]'', a history and theory review which led to academic teaching and research. The Working Press archive was acquired b

 10 KB (1,420 words) - 21:21, 24 December 2023

	Orange Alternative    
...Commander of the Festung Breslau)''. Its main purpose was to offer a wider group of citizens an alternative way of opposition against the authoritarian comm
...ent in Ukraine, which was in turn supported by Poland. Major Fydrych and a group of students participated in the Orange Revolution through happenings in Pol

 6 KB (858 words) - 00:00, 26 May 2022

	Milan Grygar    
...st acoustic drawings with accompanying tape recordings. These New Drawings led him to the direction known as the New Music, and were followed by large dra
...in [[Brno]] (1968; 1973, including ''Homage to Magic''), at the Museum of Art in [[Łódź]] (at Ryszard Stanisławski's invitation, 1974), Prague (1985)

 9 KB (1,269 words) - 00:00, 26 May 2022

	China    
==Visual art, Contemporary art==
* Kinetic art: [[Wen-Ying Tsai]]

 19 KB (2,469 words) - 22:54, 15 January 2024

	Botschaft e.V.    
...tions (e.g. dogfilm 1991-2000, Museum für Zukunft) at the intersections of art, science, media, and the everyday. Exhibitions, lectures, films, music perf
...here was a wish to find crossovers between different disciplines like i.e. art, science, TV. and every day life, in order to define new contexts. The moti

 18 KB (2,786 words) - 11:50, 7 November 2023

	Slovenia    
* The journal ''[[La testa di ferro]]'' was created by the core group of the Rijeka futurist [[sheave]] (Fascio Futurista Fiumanense) that, durin
* 1921, Černigoj and Delak introduce constructivist art to Ljubljana.

 25 KB (3,722 words) - 10:22, 25 December 2023

	Dvizhenie    
'''Dvizhenie''' [Движение, Movement] was an art collective active in [[Moscow]] between 1962-1978.
...albums featuring images of western art and jazz records. Fresh out of the art academy, Nusberg abandoned his early interest in Picasso to pursue his own 

 25 KB (3,018 words) - 01:06, 28 January 2023

	Romania    
...Bucharest, on 27 May 1896, brought along by a team of the Lumière Company, led by [[Edwin Schurmann]]. The first projections took place inside the buildin
* [[Alge|Alge: revistă de artă modernă]], 1930-31. 

 34 KB (4,322 words) - 20:57, 16 October 2022

	Władysław Strzemiński    
...a-polonica.de/en/Atlas-of-remembrance-places/polish-art-and-artists-bochum-art-museum-kunstmuseum-bochum KM Bochum] 2, [[Pompidou::{{Pompidou|cnyXEdg/rynd
'''Władysław Strzemiński''' (1893-1952) was a Polish art theoretician and avant-garde painter and designer. He developed the theory 

 37 KB (5,331 words) - 11:50, 1 August 2023

	VKhUTEMAS    
...th an emphasis on space, in one of the great revolutions in the history of art.<ref name = "Shvedkovsky">{{ru icon}} D. Shvedkovsky, [http://dom-online.ru
...nko">Alexander Rodchenko, ''Experiments for the Future'', Museum of Modern Art, 2005, Page 273, ISBN 0870705466</ref>

 33 KB (4,291 words) - 23:59, 25 May 2022

	Transmusic comp.    
...Comp 1990.jpg|thumb|350px|Transmusic Comp., performance at the conference Art Against Totalitarianism, Bratislava Castle, Bratislava, 1990.]]
...festival, Third Festival of Alternative Art and elsewhere. Its activities led to foundation of the [[SNEH]] Society in January 1990. The collective disso

 19 KB (2,874 words) - 14:26, 21 December 2023

	John Zorn    
...cal music, klezmer, film, cartoon, popular, and improvised music. Zorn has led the punk jazz band Naked City, the klezmer-influenced quartet Masada and co
...of free jazz, avant-garde and experimental music, film scores, performance art and the cartoon scores of Carl Stalling into his first recordings which wer

 16 KB (2,614 words) - 07:42, 3 April 2011

	Central and Eastern Europe    
* [[Group of Estonian Artists]], Tartu and Tallinn, 1920s
...netsky]]) formed together with [[Stepanova]] and [[Gan]] the First Working Group of Constructivists at the [[INKhUK|Moscow Institute of Artistic Culture (IN

 48 KB (5,808 words) - 12:37, 18 January 2024

	Media archaeology    
...g/ Preservation & Art – Media Archaeology Lab] (PAMAL), Ecole Supérieure d’Art d’Avignon, founded 2014. Head: Emmanuel Guez.
...Dead Media Archive wiki)], Dept of Media, Culture, and Communication, NYU, led by [[Alexander R. Galloway]], Spring ([http://cultureandcommunication.org/g
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